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Timetable

• 9:30-10.15 | Facebook: How to use it in a NGO campaign

 Some tips and key messages 

 Our Fan Page (How to connect with audiences) 

 European Elections Campaign in Facebook

• 10:15-11:00 | Twitter: How to use it in a NGO campaign 

 How to ‘tweet’ effectively

 How to manage ‘influencers’ 

 How to create a Trending Topic: Examples for action 

• 11:00-11.30 | COFFEE BREAK 
• 11.30-12.30 | Blogging
• 12:30-14:00 | LUNCH 



• 14:00-15:30 | Campaigning tools and brainstorming part I 

 LinkedIn

 Google+ 

 Petition tools: Avaaz and Change

• 15:30-16.00 | COFFEE BREAK 

• 16:00-17:00 | Campaigning tools and brainstorming part II 

 Videos: Youtube, Vimeo

 ‘Viral’ flashmobs

 Crowd funding tools



Do we like Facebook?



Facebook for NGOs Campaigns
(Some tips) Carie Lewis of the Humane Society of the United States

• 70% of social media time: Facebook

• People join Facebook to connect with their friends and families, not with 
companies, so make sure you communicate like a real person.

• Facebook success isn't about how many friends you have or how many 
"Likes" you get; it's about actions. 

• You must be relevant, interesting and add value: Interact, ask for 
input, and make sure social media links are on all of your materials: 
emails, websites, event registration pages, you name it.

• Answer absolutely everyone and answer them in a timely manner.

• Social media is a great way to show people how their time, money, 
and efforts are making a difference. Be sure to close the loop on 
fundraising and report back to your supporters.

https://twitter.com/cariegrls
https://twitter.com/cariegrls
https://twitter.com/cariegrls
https://www.facebook.com/humanesociety


…more tips

• Make your page a safe place to visit with a commenting and privacy 
policy. You will inevitably have to deal with negative comments—
response strategy

• Facebook users love to feel engaged. Post photos, videos, 
competitions! Also beware of autoposting your Twitter feed onto 
Facebook. This will make your fans feel less valued.

• People are becoming inundated by corporate, branded Facebook posts. If 
you take over your fans' feeds, they'll defriend you because they'll 
feel overwhelmed. On the other hand, if you never use your page, 
fans will be uninspired and you'll be missing out on an energize them.

• If your fans wanted to read all about you, they'd go to your website. Use 
Facebook to interact and provide personalized responses, even for 
FAQ, not to overbearingly push a product and sell, sell, sell

• Remember, the ultimate goal of Facebook is to connect, connect, 
connect! Connect with your fans like one of their friends by making your 
posts personal, and people will be more inclined to participate.



…From dissemination to relation



…



5 Key Rules for Nonprofit Social 

Media Socializing (Caryn Stein)

1. Don’t Be Boring: Yes, this should be obvious … unfortunately too 
many nonprofits slip into jargon mode in their communications. Talk to 
your supporters like real people: keep it to the point and interesting.

2. Don’t Come on Too Strong: Don‘t overwhelm with too many updates 
or too much information. This also means don‘t ask for too much too soon 
and post fundraising appeals sparingly.

3. Be a Good Listener: Conversations are two-way communications. 
Don‘t just give your audience a way to talk back: truly listen to what your 
fans and donors are saying, and be sure to respond.

4. It’s Not All about You: It‘s true that everyone loves to talk about 
themselves – that includes your donors. Showcase them as a part of your 
story, share the impact they have and invite them to chime in with their 
ideas and testimonials.

5. Be Yourself: Your nonprofit should have a unique personality and point 
of view. Express this through your social media outreach – it helps your 
supporters get to know you better, form a connection and sets you apart 
from other organizations.



Our dashboard



Focus: 17th October



Our FAN page 



European Elections Campaign in 

Facebook

Problems to address

 European elections influence people‘s lives

 Loss of trust in political leaders (at EU + national levels)

 Economic governance needs to change tack – back to social priorities

 Emergency to safeguard Human rights, democracy, founding 
principles of the European Union

 Media compliance with political speech 



The overall goal: impact on the 

European elections

 Every Vote Counts 

 Poverty is not inevitable and can be eradicated in the EU and globally

 A Social Pact for a Social Europe

 An effective EU Strategy to fight Poverty, Social Exclusion and 
discrimination

 Strengthened democracy and civil society participation



Our Fan Page

• EAPN Facebook page EU level + national members’ 

FB pages (linked together) (not a new page) - All our 
existing contacts are potential campaign followers

• What do you think about?

• Why don´t we create an event?





Twitter: 10 tips for NGOs (powered by tweepy)

1. Monitor Discussions & Relevant Updates: Once you‘ve signed up and 
chosen the right name for your NGO, start out by doing a search. 

2. Identify & Follow: Identify the most influential and interesting Twitter 
users in your sector and follow them. 

3. Customize Your Account: Add a descriptive bio, a related link and 
customize your page to encourage  to follow you. 

4. Create a Relevant Voice: Perhaps you want to inspire debate by asking 
pertinent, open-ended questions or maybe you want to inform about 
issues. 

5. Patience, Grasshopper: what you really want is quality not quantity. 



How to tweet effectively

6. Engage Your Audience: Twitter is flooded with millions of tweets per day, 
make sure that yours count. 

7. Revisit Your Tweets: Sometimes you might get so caught up in your 
tweeting that you will forget to check up on the quality of your tweets. 

8. Use a Twitter Client: The easier you make it for yourself, the more likely 
you will post messages more often. 

9. Be Creative & Innovative: As an NGO, the chances are that your 
followers are actually interested in what you have to say.

10. Checkout HashTags: You‘ll often see words like #earthday #apprentice 
and so on, these are knowns as hashtags which you can include in your 
tweets to make it easier for others to follow that topic.



How to manage ‘Influencers’

• Who do you admire ? As a first approximation to find mentors. Think 
people who you respect and admire for their actions and / or experience. 
Seek your profile on Twitter

• Users who follow ... who to follow ? Take a look at the followings lists 
of people that you follow to find out who can be an influencer in your 
sector. Once located, you follow them too.

• Join the debate: make him/her be part of your community and see 
where it leads . 

• Hashtags , hashtags and hashtags: If you want to get more followers 
you should include hashtags in your tweets so users will find when doing 
searches on Twitter

• Do not lose heart:. The idea is to get visibility in the eyes of the 
influencer



Try to get them involve for the

cause



Search and monitor your #



Our dashboard 





How to create a Trending Topic: 
#recortaelfraude /Cut the fraud

• On the Strategy : STEPS

1. Need a Special date for ACTION (Plenary Session in the National 
Parliament debating about National Budget). Robbing Poor was there

2. An important backup documentation, data and figures shared via 
TITANPAD so everybody has access to ‗prepared‘ tweets and documentary 
links. Accurate documentation about tax heavens and tax fraud.



3. Coordinate Communications Department of NGO Alliance . We use the 
hashtag #recortaelfraude for tweeting all together at the same time . 
We must channel traffic at critical times . RT and Metions REQUIRED!

4. Mobilize influencers to gain visibility. Above all, focusing on large 
accounts of journalists , NGOs and politicians: @ GLlamazares , @ 
pedrozerolo @ rosamariaartal @ NativelPreciado , @ juanlusanchez , @ 
jordievole @ AnaPastor , @ greenpeace_es @ amnistiaespana. Make 
them feel important . Not asking for a simple RT.

5. Call Media telling them we´re going to do ‘something’ in front of 
the Parliament about Budget reduction in social policies







Which platform do you use?



Why do we blog?

• Fresh air

• decentralized communication

• The voice of the voiceless

• … and you?



5 Tips before start blogging
powered by The Case Foundation

1. Read blogs: There are lots of theories about what is the best social media tool to first 
introduce to nonprofits. Look what is being written about your organization and the 
issues that it represents. Not only will this give you a feel for the different styles of 
blogs, but it will also provide content for some of your first blog posts.

2. The best person to write an organization's blog is the person who is the most 
excited to write it: Being an organization's blogger involves not only writing for the 
blog, but also building relationships with other bloggers by reading them, linking to 
them, commenting on their blogs, and inviting them to comment on your blog. 

3. Post consistently. The most important thing is to be consistent. You don't have to 
write every day, but once a week is good. The rule of "quality not quantity" still 
stands. 

4. Have an RSS feed and comments: A blog allows interaction through comments, 
and an RSS feed allows readers to subscribe. For your less tech savvy readers, you 
should also allow your supporters to subscribe to your blog via email.

5. Just start: Try it for a year and see what happens.



My choice…



Wordpress

• Advantages :

• It is rapidly indexable by search engines: google loves 
wordpress.

• Intuitive , simple, fast and effective.

• It perfectly adapts to every device: computer, tablet or mobile 
is viewed . 

• Multi- language. The system can be installed on the user's 
language.



…

• Include useful and basic elements for professionals: contact 
form, integration with Google maps, embedding multimedia 
elements such as youtube , flickr ...

• Interaction with social networks, etc: Integration with twitter 
timeline ( and other social networks ) via APIs.

• Use professional templates : Professional templates can have 
very affordable prices and guarantee a reliable technical support 
and updates.

• Also enables interactivity .

• You can promote subscription to a monthly newsletter from the 
same web .



• Among the disadvantages:

• WordPress (along with Joomla and Drupal ) are open source. Spammers 
and hackers love it ...constant maintenance and not let abandoned is 
required.

• Need to ensure that all elements are updated to the latest versions.

• Free themes or templates do not guarantee support: an unexpected 
upgrade can dismantle the entire structure.







Are You Effectively Using LinkedIn 

at Your Non-Profit? (powered by Joe Garecht)

• Establish a Presence: Non-profits should establish a solid presence on LinkedIn by 
creating a ―Company‖ page with up to date information on the organization.

• Start to Network: After your home base is set up, it‘s time to start networking on 
the site. The first thing to do is to encourage your current supporters, board of 
directors, staff, volunteers, donors and friends to ―connect‖.

• Market Your Page: As with any social media outlet, you‘re non-profit will reap the 
most benefit from LinkedIn if you actively market your LinkedIn page to people who 
are interested in your organization.

• Using Status Updates: LinkedIn allows your organization to write short, Twitter-like 
status updates that will appear on your profile and on the update pages of everyone 
who is connected with you or following your company. This is one of the most 
powerful features of using LinkedIn for your non-profit.













































How to Crowdfund for Your Nonprofit

• Step 1. Choose An Obtainable Goal: One of the biggest 
mistakes: setting an unrealistic fundraising goal.

• Step 2. Create a Fundraising Video: Video content is the most 
shared content online.

• Step 3. Secure Your Guarantees: One of the most difficult 
parts of crowdfunding is getting off zero.

• Step 4. Do Your Homework Before It's Due: Fundraising 
success is made in the weeks before you launch when you're 
doing all of your due diligence.

• Step 5. Follow Up, Update, Thank, Repeat: You can't expect 
the campaign to run itself after your first promotional push.




